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REGISTRATION BEGINS;
2000 VETS EXPECTED
Vanguard of the Spartan clan
began pouring on campus this
morning at 7 a.m. Hardly had
dawn spattered the east when unlucky T, U and V’s began lining
up for booklets.
Following the kick-off group,
the tall end of the alphabet added
their weight to the ever-growing
throng, bringing the campus to
life. Next the A’s took their places
in line and another scholastic year
was under way.
Seemingly as strong as in past
quarters, veterans swarmed
through the reserve book room
where they were checked out by
Veterans Administration representatives and a host of clerical workers. Vets are expected to exceed
2000 again this year.

Registration Dance
Tonight At Civic
The first Registration dance of
the year will be held tonight from
8 until 12 p.m. in the Civic auditorium, Betty Brisbit, chairman,
announced today.
Admission to the sport affair
will be by new student body card
only. Music will be furnished by
Bob Russell and his orchestra. The
chairman urged all new students
especially to attend the get -acquainted dance.

Notice
The next edition of the Spartan Daily will be published on
Thursday. It will be the last
Issue of the week. Daily publication will begin the following
Monday.

STILL OVERCROWDED
With overcrowding little
changed from last year, the keynote for a well-balanced schedule
is cooperation. Urging early registrants not to monopolize the best
class periods, Registrar William
H. Neal asked students to take
at least one early or late class
when possible.
Functioning efficiently, the
split -system of registration seemed
The Part -Time Employment ofto move the students with a minfice is now located in the Dean
imum of lining up, at least in the of
Men’s office, and students seekearly hours.
ing part-time jobs are advised to
check the available job listings.
SPLIT SIGN-UP
Newest addition to Dean Paul
art,
for
sign-up.
year,
As last
M. Pitman’s establishment, even
commerce, health and hygiene,
newer than the employment ofhome economics, industrial arts, fice, is the employment
office secJournalism, library, military sci- retary, pert Miss Alice Chapman.
ence, nursing education, occupa- She has been on the Job since
tional therapy, women’s physical Thursday, Sept. 23. Prior to her
education, police, psychology and present job, Miss Chewier’ was
speech is held in the women’s the private secretary of the chief
engineer and vice president of
gymnasium.
Food Machinery.
Final check-out and all other
In an exclusive interview, Miss
subjects are handled in the large
Chapman revealed that she was
gym.
men’s
born and reared in New Jersey
and has been in California since
BE CLEAR
May. She was very enthusiastic
It is pointed out that curricuSan Jose State and Califorabout
lum should be clearly printed on nia in general-particularly the
climate.
(Continued on page 3)

Students Wanting
Work Advised To
Check Job Lists
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VALENTI SCORES HIGH
Valenti alsc r...oeived an inch
vidual trophy for posting the highest score on the winning team.
Five
trophies were brought
back to Washington Square by
cadets in the Air Force R.O.T.C.
as sourvenirs of their six weeks’
training at March Air Force Base,
near Riverside.
BEST DRILLED
Heading the list of the fly boys’
accomplishments is the title they
won for being the best drilled
organization. In competition for
leadership, drill and exercise of
command the San Jose State delegation was acclaimed the most
outstanding, over six other schools
Including Stanford and U.C.L.A.
Other championships won by
the Spartan cadets include the
tennis singles title, won by Chet
Bulwa, tennis doubles, won by
Bulwa and Don McKenzie, volleyball championship, and individual
bowling championship, also won
by Bulwa.

CHANGES IN CLASS SCHEDULES ANNOUNCED
These schedule changes have NATURAL SCIENCE:
Corrections: Ent, 51. Entomolobeen announced by Registrar Wilgy (Lee. & Lab.) (10:30-1:20) MW
liam H. Neal:
S213 & field Duncan & Tilden (3)
(Lee. added).
COMMERCE:
(Time Changes) Astron. 101.
Dropped: Corn. 32. Bus. Org.
Descr. Astron. (From 2:30 to
Trh 139 Suffield (3) (9:30).
Corn. 140. Life Insur. MWF 139 9:30).
Owens (3) (12:30).
(Time Change) Phys. 10A. Gen.
Phys. (Engr. Majors) (Lab.)
ENGLISH:
(10:30-1:20) W S107 True (From
Corrections: (Days and units) 2:30 to 10:30).
Comp.
Poetic
162.
Engl.
read:
to
MW H3 Williams (2) (10:30).
MEN’S P. E.:
Engl. 115. The Romantic Period
Correction: P. E. 4B. Int. Soc.
MWF H34 Shephard (3) (Title Dane. W (not Th) WG
(,4) (7:10
(11:30).
change)
p.m.).
(Time Change) Engl. 175. Play
Writing MWF 1.65C Clancy () WOMEN’S P. E.:
(Also under Speech) (From 3:30
Correction: P. E. 21A, B. Bad
to 2:30) 1 hr.
minton WF (nob MW) LG Car.
kin (1/2) (7:30 a.m.).
MODERN LANGUAGES:
Corrections: (Thine change)
Span. 2A. Int. Spanish MWF B9
Aubby (3) (From 8:30 to 9:30).
Instructor Change: Fr. 1A. El.
French Aubry (From 9:30 to
8:30). Fr. 1A El. French Pinkston
(From 8:30 to 9:30).
(Room Change) Lat. 1A. EL
Latin Daily B9 to Apt. 2 across
from I. A. Bldg. (9:30).

PSYCH. & PHILOS.:
Dropped: Psy. 101. Ed. Meas.
MWF 122
(3) (3:30).
Corrections: (Room Change)
Psy. 40. Hist of Psych. T 124
Minium (1) (12:30).
(Room Change) Psy. 80A. Bus.
Psych. MWF 39 Rusmore (3)
(12:30).

Plans for a $500,000 Women’s gymnasium have been finished
and the money for the project approved, stated Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, president of San Jose State college.

College ROTC Units
Bring High Honors
To State Campus

The matches were held at Camp
Hood, Texas, and Fort Sheridan,
Illinois. Fourteen other colleges
and universities were represented
In the competition, including Loyola University, University of California, University of Nebraska,
University of Texas, and University of Wisconsin from west of the
Mississippi.

At the meeting in the state
capital, Dr. McQuarrie said that
the school has also been authorized to investigate the need for Ina proventenis to the present Men’s
gymnasium, and to subsequently
report its findings.
Plans for the Women’s gym and
investigation of the needs of the
men’s facilities are all part of the
administration’s plan for improving the state college campus.

WOLFPACK RIPS, CLAWS
SJSC FOR 39 POINTS;
RENO BOYS ARE ’TERRIFIC’
a two-hour-and -twenty-minute rout somewhat euphemistically
billed as a game of American football, the Nevada Wolfpack ripped
and clawed to a 39-0 decision over the outclassed Spartans from
Washington Square Friday night.
The boys from "the biggest little city in the world" gave an
exhibition of the T-formation at its best, while the Spartans were
forced to use Michigan’s old punt, pass, and a prayer system-only
the passes and prayers weren’t clicking.
Joe Sheeketski, Notre Dame class of ’33, brought a squad of 39
men to San Jose that ripped off 677 yards from scrimmage while
limiting State’s efforts to 105. Stan Heath, quarterback from Menomonee Falls, Wis., tossed to one touchdown in the first half and scored
one himself on a lateral. In the third quarter he led his team to two
more scores before turning the reins over to Alva Tabor. Tabor, a
In

Registration Time,
Warns Registrar
"Don’t jump the gun or be
late for the registration hour
set for your name group," %%Allem H. Neal, registrar, said
today.
In urging students and faculty
to give their full co-operation
in the smooth completion of
registration, Neal asked everyone concerned to follow the
rules to the letter.
He pointed out that the system set up by Joe II. West, registration committee head, is designed to push a student through
the mill as rapidly as possible.
If everyone enters into registration with a spirit of co-operation, "the final result wilt
be a happy one." The full procedure Is outlined in the schedule of classes, Neal concluded.

Enrollment Will Top
7000, Says Registrar

SPEECH:
Dropped: Sp. 142. Survey of
Stage Makeup (11:30-12:45) TTH
49 Clancy (2).
Latest estimate of enrollment
Correction: Sp. 18A.. Voice &
Diction WF 157 Rasmus (1) (8:30) places the student body in the
neighborhood of 7200, according to
(Unit Change).
figures released by William H.
TRIAL:
Neal, registrar.
Recognizing the difficulty in
Correction: (Time Change) GSc.
Ti. El Physiol. MTWF S31 Ellis predicting enrollment figures at
this early point of the new year,
(4) (From 9:30 to 7:30).
Neal nevertheless came up with a
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION:
set of figures in conference with
Meets Tuesday and Thursday at Joe H. West, dean of personnel
11:30, not just Thursday as sched- and guidance and former registrar.
Students continuing
that is,
ule indicates.
those who were enrolled spring
These corrections supersede quarter--are estimated at 4300.
listings in Schedule of Clatiles. There are expected to be about
300 students returning who were
enrolled prior to spring quarter
and who dropped out for some
reason.
Approximately 3000 forms have
been accepted from new students,
A gay crowd of freshmen par- students asking admission for the
ticipated in the annual Fresh day first time. Of this group about
Saturday. Features of the after- 2600 are expected to register.
After registration, the clearing
noon were baseball and other
games. Movies of the 1947 and ’48 atmosphere is expected to reveal
Spardi Gras were shown. A steak a campus bulging with 7200 knowledge hungry Spartans.
barbecue topped the festivities.

Freshmen Have
Gay Saturday

ie OK

AUTHOR!
COLLE
TO R NV
OTHER
TIONS

Just returned frons a meeting
In Sacramento, accompanied by
E. S. Thompson , comptroller , and
Mr. IL B. Brakebill of the bustnetts office, Dr. MeQuarrie stated
that the plans for the half million
dollar project are now approved
and ready for bids.
The new Women’s gym is to be
Competing favorably with other located next to the present WornSpartan achievements this sum- en’s gymnasium, Dr. McQuarrie
mer, the San Jose State college related.
R.O.T.C. units brought home several trophies from their six week
session of training camp, outstanding of which WWI the national team championship for pistol
marksmanship.
TAKE PLAQUE
Led by Tenn Captain Rudolph
Valenti, Military Police R.O.T.C.,
cadets Donald Larson, Bertrand
McCarty, Victor Fought and
Bruce Hipkins scored an aggregate total of 1277 out of a possible 1500 to wrest the handsome
plaque
from defending champion Michigan State college

U

Negro lad from Savannah, Oa-,
passed 27 yards to Harold Hayes
for a TD in the third quarter and
led his teammates on a 57 -yard
drive to paydirt in the fourth.
Down in their tomb-like dressing room after the game the
Spartan coaches tried ineffectively to cheer up their boys. "Nevada had the best team :’ve ever
seen in this stadium. We were
completely outclassed," said Spartan Mentor Bill Hubbard.
In the victor’s dressing room
Sheeketski struggled to play the
part of the generous winner, but
the only compliment he could
think of was a mild statement:
"They did a good job stopping a
couple of our drives in the first
half."
The somewhat gruesome details
of the scoring are as follows: On
the first scrimmage play of the
game, Heath passed to Tommy
Kalmanir for 43 yards to State’s
27 -yard line. Some six plays later
number 39 (Heath) passed for 10
yards good for six on the scoreboard. Dan Orlich made the catch.
With about four minutes remaining in the first half, Halfback Johnny Subda broke off
tackle for 24 yards, surrounded
by three Spartans, he lateralled
to the ubiquitous Heath on the
36 and the boy from Wisconsin
rambled fonsthe score.
In the third quarter the Wolf pack drove for 98 yards to a score
on five running and one passing
play with a nine -yard clipping
penalty against San Jose sandwiched in.
Subda carried over
from the two.
San Jose took the kickoff, did
nothing with the ball for four
downs, and kicked. Nevada had
it first and ten on our 47 -yard
line. Ted Rondel went for three.
Heath passed to Subda for 21,
and on the 4text play Subda went
23 yards to a score without a hand
being laid on him.
Tabor took over for Heath, but
there wasn’t mrich drop - off in
ability. With one-half minute remaining on the clock in the third
quarter, Tabor pinpointed Haves
In the end zone to make it 32-0
while certain wags in the .-east
side of the stadium chanted
"Come Join The Band."
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By Al Johns

LIBRARY GIVES
STUDENTS BIG
BOOK SELECTION
Day after day, thousands of
knowledge -seeking students pound
across its sills, rummage through
Its stacks, relax in the record
room, taking the libr a ry for
granted.
For many the daily trip to the
Library becomes a habit. But ho
many know anything about their
library? Most modern of all the
college buildings, the library offers a vast selection of books for
study and pleasure.

"Eyes on your own paper, Mr. Hardwitz."

SUPPORT COUNCIL
This year’s Student Council shows signs of vigor!
Indications of the first meeting of the Council point toward a
year of straight-thinking vigorous action. Even at the end of a long,
hard year, the Council, meeting during the last days of spring quarter,
,howed plenty of fire.

POLICY
Long-time policy of the library
has been to build up a well-rounded reference and working collection keyed to the needs of the
curriculum.
Administering the library services are 17 full-thne trained librarians assisted by several trainees.
Always on hand to lend cheerful
assistance, staff members can be
contacted in any department.
Every effort is made to acquaint
new students with the lbirary facilities. A mimeographed guide is
available at the central desk as
well as in thereafling rooms. As
part of the orientation program,
conducted tours are held.

Sickness and injury care not
whom they strike!
’
Worth the price of an Associated Student Body card alone is
the health protection it offers.
The McFadden Health cottage,
430 South Eighth street, Is a
haven when disaster strikes a
hospital in miniature.
SERVICES
Services of the cottage are
available only to those far-sighted
students who hold paid -up memberships in the ASB. Facilities
are available fOr convalescence
and for simple bed care. ASB
members with any of the guarantinable diseases and for whom
the care available only in a regular hospital is necessary, will be
well taken care of in the cottage.
A college physician calls daily
at the Health cottage at no extra
charge. However, patients are expected to pay for expensive drugs,
unusual services or special nurses,
which are not considered a part
of the regular service.

PROTECTION
Protection is one of the major
advantages of the ASB card. When
the fee is paid, immediately all of
the advantages of health protection are at the disposal. of the
student.
A special injury fund provides
ASB members with limited financial assistance in the medical or
hospital care of injuries received
in classes or official college activities. The fund is administered by
the board of directors of the cottage in accordance with conditions set up by the student counell.
MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the health cottage ends on the last day of each
quarter. The protection is not
carried through Christmas or
spring vacatiqns.
This is only one of many advantages offered those who belong --those who hold ASB cards.
You need the ASB and the ASB
needs you.

VA URGES VETERANS TO FILE
LEGIBLE FORMS FOR SUBSISTENCE

Subsistence checks of many vet- street address but fail to include
enrolling in Northern Cali- the city. Others give the city but
fornia schools this month under not the street address. These cases require special research by the
the G-I Bill may be delayed.
They are not submitting com- VA employes.
plete information on their enroll"If the San Francisco office
ment papers, or the information continues to receive incomplete
is so poorly written that it can- and illegible enrollment papers at
not be read, Veterans Administra- the rate which we have been gettion reported today.
ting them, it will mean a loss of
."VA is receiving hundreds of thousands of man-hours trying to
Last year only on rare occasions when controversial questions
enrollment papers on which vet- straighten them out. The San
were up for debate did more than a handful of students show up at
erans fail to give their full name, Francisco office will have to pro.Council meetings. Whenever a goodly crowd did participate, some
complete address or claim num- cess approximately 48,000 enrollber," according to Robert P. ment papers in the next few
helpful suggestions _always were made.
Shields, San Francisco regional weeks.
VA manager.
Every student body member must remember that the Council
"The veteran who fails to subOn many enrollment papers the mit complete or legibly written
consists of elected representatives. It is their job to work for the
handwriting is so poor that it information threatens to delay not
betterment of the ASBto supply the leadership necessary for a
cannot be read. Sheilds urged only his own check, but those of
FREE ACCESS
smooth-working organization. Without the helping hand of all of the
veterans to print the information. all other ve t erans entering
Students have free access to the
A number of students list a school," Shields said.
students this can’t be accomplished.
stacks. Borrowing privileges are
BUY SAVINGS BONDS!
BUY SAVINGS BONDS!
extended to all registered students,
SUPPORT
faculty
member
s,
alumni
and
In football the cry is, "Get behind the team, let them know we
teachers in San lose schools.
are with them.- That’s the same way we should feel about the Council.
Offering service to every stuUndoubtedly there are hundreds of students who never have seen dent, the library is indispensable
in the pursuit of an education at
any legislative body in action. It’s interesting!
----Minerva YARN
Minerva YARN
San Jose State college. It’s a
College students should be idealists--they should demand near- good idea to get acquainted.
WEAVING
perfection. Every mistake on a final exam counts against you. Every
for. DRESSES

ENTHUSIASM
First-meeting enthusiasm easily can turn into atrophy unless the
lawmakers are supported by the students who elected them. There
is nothing more disheartening than to feel that effort is being wasted.
The only way the Student Council can know if their policies are in
line with student opinion is for a cross-section of the student body to
attend Council meetings.

,

FIVE FLOORS
In the stacks, row upon row,
reaching five stories high, more
than 100,000 volumes line the
shelves. There axe more than 10,000 bound periodicals dating back
many years. Pamphlets on subjects from soup to nuts total upwards of 80,000.
Among the stacks and in the
art reading room, some 50,000
prints and art pictures are to be
found. Also in the art room 5,000
phonograph, records and transcriptions are filed. Education, sciences, arts and general reference
reading rooms subscribe to more
than 465 current periodicals, offering a picture of every-day developments in several hundred fields.

ASB Cards Oiler Health
Protection For Spartans

erans

The Knitting Shoppe

mistake made by the Council counts against the school as a whole.
Today’s actions may make a lot of difference in the value of your
diploma.
If first impressions are lasting impressions, the ’48-49 Student
Council will welcome the support and constructive comment of every
student.
COMEDY
With the backing of the studenttangible supportthis Council has the stuff to succeed where others have failed. Last year student ,government developed into a farce comedya comedy of
errors.
The college -born yen for idealism should demand efficient student government not tolerate
it as a laughing stock. The best
insurance is for every student to support the government.
Start that policy now. Attend the next meeting of your Student
Council.

Library Hours
Set For First
Days Of School
Library hours for today and
Tuesday as released by Miss
Barbara Wood, circulation librarian, are as follows: Monday, Sept. 27, 7:30 a.m.-12:00
Noon; Tuesday, Sept. 28, 1:00
p.m. -4:30 p.m.
Hours for the fall quarter,
beginning Wednesday, Sept. 29,
are: Monclay through Thursday,
8:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; 7:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. Friday, 8:00 a.m.-5:30
p.m; Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-1:00
p.m.
Reserve book room hours are:
Monday througti Thursday, 7:30
a.m.-9:36 p.m.; Friday, 7:30
a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Saturday, 9:00
a.m.-1:00 p.m.

HOOKED RUGS
AFGHANS
Free Instruction --

Neu, address.
555 So. Second St.

Phone: Columbia 1,632-.1

SWEATERS
COATS

-

Moved from:
87 East San

Antonio

School Supplies
Zipper Binders
Filler Paper
Art Dept. Supplies
Drafting Supplies
Desk Lamps
Fountain Pens
Also

SPARTANS TAKEOVER

Spartan Review
Goes On Thursday
"Spartans On Review," the college’s Own radio show, will begin
its second year of broadcasting
Thursday at 8 o’clock on Radio
KEEN, says its producer-announcer, Jim Caputo.
The program will continue with
its usual policy of giving latest
college news, Enterviews with college personalities, popular recordings, and talent from the college
campus.

GREETING CARDS
STATIONERY
FIRE-PROOF CREPE PAPER

CURTIS LINDSAY
INCORPORATED

BOOKS

STATIONERY

OFFICE SUPPLIES

77 South First St.
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NO ASB Cards
Needed For

Appointment of sixty-seven new members of the faculty of San
Jose State College is announced by President T. W. MacQuarrie.
Some of the new instructors will be replacing the thirty-five faculty
members who are not returning this year, of whom eight are on leaves
of absence. With additional appointments still to be made, the net

Students do not need student
body cards to get into the Library
informed
Miss
stacks,
Joyce
Backus, librarian
Miss Backus said that veterans
who do not have eligiblity cards
may receive library cards on registration day. Also, any student
who does not have a student body
card may receive a library card
on the day they register.
"There is absolutely no fee for
a library card," stressed Miss
Backus, in an, effort to curtail
a rumor that there would be a
charge for library privileges.

Entry To Library.

Increase in faculty members will
be about forty over last year, sten H, Haggerty, Dr. Gordon F.
bringing the total number of ad- Helsley, Dr. Herbert Mann.
ministrators and instructors up to
Home Economics: Miss Jane
about 380.
Beattie.
Eight members of the faculty on
Industrial Arts: Col. Walter L.
leave are Mrs. Paul Athey of the Winston, Wayne Champion..
Speech department; Denning DexJournalism: Charles V. Kappen.
ter of the Music department; Miss
Library: Miss Donna Borman,
Winifred Ferris and Wesley God- Miss Virginia Harden.
dard of the Modern Language) deMathematics: Miss F. Patricia
partment; Dr. P. Victor Peterson, O’Donnell, L. A. Guest.
acting president of Los Angeles
Modern Languages: Miss Bar(Continued from page 1)
State College; Dr. Ralph A. Smith bara Fulton, Mrs. Margaret C.
each booklet. All study lists should
of the Natural Science depart- Pinkston, Ralph Grebmeier.
ment, who Is M; Dr. Elmer H.
Music: Thomas Ryan, Willard be approved by advisers as listed
Staffelbach of the Education de- Wayne Sorensen, Michael Dono- in the schedule of classes. Signapartment, who is doing special van.
tures from instructors concerned
work for the State Department of
should be secured.
PROFS
SCIENCE
Education; and Dr. Rey Willey,
As a final word, the Registrar
Natural Science: James M.
also of the Education department.
Craig, P. Victor Peterson, Jr., Dr. pointed out that care should’ be
RETURNING
George Q. Voight, Dr. Andrew executed in filling out the bookReturning. to duty from leaves Guthrie, John P. Harville, Mrs. lets. This is for the protection
of absence are Herbert H. Sanders Eleanor P. Mann. Mrs. I. Pauline and convenience of the student as
of the Art department, Mrs. Lydia McCaster, Victor Cauhape.
the cards will be filed and utilized
W. Boothby of the Music departPhysical Education (Men): John in many ways during the school
ment, and Dr. Hildegard L Spreen Hampton Pool, Eugene N. Curequarter.
of the Women’s Physical Educa- ton.
tion department.
Physical Education (Women):
Military Science: Col. James J.
Miss Janice Carkin, Miss Eleanor
In the college administration,
Miss Mary S. Hen; Capt. James R. Cicarelli.
William H. Neal now is registrar Mary Coombe,
Social Science: Edward J. Rogin succession to Joe H. West, who Wiley.
Psychology: Dr. Richard W. ers, Dr. S. Laird Swagert, Douglas
is dean of personnel and guidance.
T. Rushmore, Dr. W. Hardy.
Dr. James C, DeVoss, former dean Kilby, Dr. J.
Speech: Mrs. Helen C. Hall,
Arturo Lico, Dr. Harry N. Fitch,
of personnel and guidance, has
Dr. C. W. Telford, Edward W. Miss Lucile M. Brady, Miss Madesucceeded Dr. P. Victor Peterson
leine L. Sinco, Douglas Morrison,
Minium, Dr. Gene A. Wallar.
as- dean of professional education.
Personnel and Guidance: Ed- Chez J. Haehl, Miss Ruth M. Daubenspeck.
ward W. Clements.
LONG LIST
New members of the faculty this
year, by department, are:
Art: James Lovera, Joseph W.
Hi. Gang! ! !
McCullough, Mrs. Elma Recksick.
I see the dread disease school has you again.
Commerce: Miss Yvonne Anderson, Dr. Irving K. Christiansen,
Any time you want to relax, drop in and look
Jack H. Holland, Kenneth A. Roover our latest edition of Esquire. You’ll find most
mey, Williard J. Saunders.
of the hot numbers shown in it on our shelves.
Education: George G. Gates,
Miss Mary Louise Zingheirn, Dr.
Clarice D. Wills, Dr. Henry C.
Meckel.
Engineering: Norman 0. GunMen’s Wear
derson, Hubert L. Mosgan, Jr.,
Montgomery Hotel Bldg.
22 West San Antonio
James H. Anderson.
Health and Hygiene: Mrs. Al-
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STATE STUDENTS CAPTURE
HONORS IN ART AT FAIR
"Competing with 20 colleges in
the College Art contest at the
California State Fair, San Jose
State College students made a
fine showing," stated Marques E.
Reitzel, San Jose State College
Art department head.
One second prize and six honorable mentions were given to
State students, Dr. Reitzel stated.
Second prize in the water color
division was given to Ruthie King
with a painting called "Hangtown."

Those receiving honorable mention were Richard Alley, Pat Anthony, Dick Baker, Don Becker,
Louis Frangione, and Lola Newton.
Dr. Reitzel said that only those
of junior college standing were
allowed to enter the contest.
Far more indicative than public
opinion polls would be to check
the campaign buttons on collection .plates.

"SAN JOSE’S FINEST FABRIC CENTER"

More On Reg

t

ide
Jut
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PRESIDENT APPOINTS
67 FACULTY MEMBERS

BY THE VcIRD
.....

U.

le

LTD.
1/

84 E. San Fernando St.
Col. 9337.W
Next door to Western Union
-

Our Piece Goods
Department
Offers for your selection
an unusually beautiful
array of.

for you
girls who wish
COTTONS
to decorate your
RAYONS
own rooms at a cost
SILKS
within your budget...
and
and you fellows who
WOOLENS
want materials for shirts
that are simply ultra -ultra.
well, come on in
and browse around in our
As

DRAPERY
DEPARTMENT

OTTO GALBRAITH

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
AT ALL TIMES
TO ALL STUDENTS

GET NEXT TO...
Johnny Long’s "JUST LIKE THAT"
from the Signature diskerie.
Johnny Long (Duke UniversitySigma Nu) comes up
with a danceable, bright bounce. It’s a Long original!
If you should ask Johnny how he came to write it, he’ll light
up a Camel and ’ay: "Experience! I know from
experience what music suits my band best
just as I learned from experience that Camels
suit my ’T-Zone’ to a
Try Camels on your "T-Zone""T" for taste,
"T" for throat. See for yourself why, with
Johnny Long and millions of other smokers,
Camels are the "choice of experience."

THE CHOICE OF
EXPERIENCE
11. J Reynolds Tobacco Cornoin,. 0in6ton Salvo, Nu, U Carolina

r,
4
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FORMER STATERS AMONG
NEW INSTRUCTORS ADDED
TO SCIENCE DEPT. STAFF
By ROGER FREEBERG
Five full-time and three part-time instructors, some of whom are
former San Jose State college students, have been added to the
teaching staff of the Natural Science department, it has been learned
from Dr. Carl Duncan, department head.

TEN -WEEK
SESSION
SCHEDULED
A full ten -week Summer session Is being planned for next
summer ,according to Dr. Raymond Mosher, who was director of
Summer Session this year. The
college held an experimental ten week session last year.

Dr. Mosher said there were
several reasons behind the decision. The State Legislature may
authorize San Jose State college
to grant the Master of Arts deThe physics teaching staff has
been supplemented by associate June, will teach entymology, ac- gree, which would require a longer summer session than the usual
professors Dr. George Voight and cording to Dr. Duncan.
six we&ks.
Dr. Andrew Guthrie. Dr. Voight,
PART-TIME
who has done important research
The ’longer session will allow
in sonar at the Wood’s Hole,
Part-time instructors include students to take up to 15 units of
M a s s., oceanographic institute, former students James Craig and work, while students who teach
will teach advanced physics. Dr. John Harville, Mr. Craig, who during the year will have a greatGuthrie, who was associated with holds a Master’s degree in phys- er opportunity to work for a
the Manhattan Project during the iology and who is continuing his higher credential.
war, will instruct classes in gen- studies at Stanford, will instruct
The session will be divided into
eral physics and astronomy, Dr. classes in bacteriology and zool-week periods, with
Duncan said.
ogy. Mr. Hamillle, who holds a four- and six
able to enroll for either
students
Master’s degree in biology, will
RESEARCHER
Instruct courses in botany and period, or both.
forMcMaster.
Pauline
Mrs.
nature study. He has recently
merly of the laboratories of the been engaged in helping present
McLellan Nurseries at C o 1 m a, a radio program concerned with
where she was engaged in re- elementary science over a San
search in plant breeding and kin- Mateo radlootation, Dr. Duncan
dred subjects, will teach zoology said.
A Student Y datebook, handand scientific drawing, according
somely bound in black with gold
son
of
-the
P.
V.
Peterson,
Jr.,
head.
department
to the
lettering, will be placed on sale
The occupational therapy staff former science department head,
to students this week, "Y" offichas been supplemented by Mrs. will instruct a class in quantitaers said today.
Eleanor Mann, Dr. Duncan stated. tive analysis. He is at present
The booklet, which is of vestDr. J. W. Tilden, former San engaged in graduate chemical
Jose State college student who study at Stanford University, ac- pocket size and which has close
to 100 pages of information of
received his PhD at Stanford in cording to Dr. Duncan.
value to students, contains schedules of college and Student Y activities, as well as information
concerning local Protestant
churches and their activities. It
also contains a section which may
be devoted to memoes and personal notations.
By BOBETTE
Price of the datebook has been
Materials are soft. Corduroy,
Are you Victorian?
set at 20 cents.
velveteen and flannel are musts
If you aren’t., you are out of
The booklet has been designed,
on the fall list. And the colors are
style, not hep to, the jiveyou
raisins, "Y" officers indicated, to contain
Taupe,
world.
out
of
this
just aren’t livin’.
deepest grays, and dark, subdued information which does not dupDo you still have that ancient
licate or conflict with that conplaids will be in vogue.
do,
you
"Gibson Girl" look? If
tained in other publications put
Yes, this is an age of para- out by other campus organizayou are dated--but definitely.
Gone with the summer are the doxes! Once the word went ’round tions.
baggy sleeves, frills and busty "as outmoded as high button
shoes." But that, too, has fallen
look!
A few years ago, yeah, only a by the style book. They may not
few weeks, to be tagged Victor- be the kind of shoes Queen Vic
ian would have been the height wore, but from that era came the
of horrors. Today, it’s the thing! inspiration.
The stork dropped two bundles
Victorian
crowning
Milady’s
NO DRAG
at the home of the William Mcstraps
-high
shoesis
the
glory
knowlThe kid with the college
Carthy’s this summer when Patedge has cast off the bulk, billow simulating the ancient styles, but rick and Michael, identical twins,
and drag of last year’s look. She oh so smart.
were born on September 13.
now is a slim, slick chickreal
METALLIC
Mike weighed 5 pounds and 9
whistle bait.
Gunmetal and bronze -shoes are ounces and Pat tipped the scales
To be labeled Victorian or Go- replacing the waning gold in
at 4 pounds and 14 ounces. Both
dey’s Lady today is to receive the metallicsbronze with brown and
were 18 inches long.
top -style compliment. Spartan- taupe, gunmetal with the deep
Mrs. McCarthy is the former
ettes are quick to follow the Vic- grays. There’s a heaven of color
society editor of the Spartan
torian trend.
in footwear.
Daily for Spring quarter. She is
Waists are pared down, padded
So we have the style-conscious a senior journalism major.
shoulders and hips chopped off,
Spartanette buttoned into a ribbodice lines shaped, and hair
tight, waist-length jacket, poured
pruned short --it’s a pared, pruned,
Look at all the trouble a third
chopped, cropped shape that will into an ankle - length (almost), party caused in the Garden of
pencil - slim skirt topped by a
make its debut on campus this
coiffure clipped shorthair ends Eden.
week.
turned up. That’s itVictorian.
SKIN-TIGHT
There is just one other thing.
Take a look. Check those skin- It has a deeper-than -surface value
-the last word in daring, the
tight bodices, the rounded, slop37 WEST SAN CARLOS STREET
ing shoulders and full, slim final touch that only YOU can
appreciate--PANTALOONS.
skirts. It’s Victorian!
Across from Sta. Clair* Ho1.1

Student ’Y’ Book
On Sale Soon

SPARTAN GALS WILL
HAVE ’VICTORIAN LOOK’

Stork Drops
Two Bundles

DRAMA DEPARTMENT
OFFERS BIG SAVING
ON SEASON TICKETS
San Jose State College students are being offered a saving on
admission to the six productions of the Speech and Drama department for the coming season, Season books will be sold to holde:s of
student body cards for $2.40. This -epresents a saving of about 30
per cent. Season books will not be sold after the first two weeks oi
school, as there are only a limited number available. For those mantic diftma of early Californiawho desire good seats, we sug- days, entitled "Rose Of The
gest they purchase a season book Hallam."
at a real saving to, them.
The second play of the series
be "The Late Christopher
RESERVE BOOKS
Bean," a dotnestic comedy ,in
The books can be reserved, and
which humor and pathos affect
arrangements for payment can be
.rply human characters. Thy commade with the Speech and Drama
edy, .written by Sidney Islow’ard,
department. The books may be
. I be produced December A
purchased in the Speech and
6. Following this producthrough
directly
57,
room
Drama office,
tion
will
be "Love For Love," by
across from the Little Theater.
William Congreve, which will be
will
Lear"
"King
Shakespeare’s
given February 3 througo 7, 19-19.
be the first production of the This play is a satirical and soSpeech and Drama department phiSticated
Restoration
fa rcethis season, It is Shakespeare’s (’omedy which has become a classic
most complex characterization and in English dramatic literatere.
most profoundly human tragedy.
OTI I ERS
The production Alates for "King
"Right You Are Of’ You Think
Lear" are October 28 through NoYou Are!)," by Luigi Pirandello,
vember 2, 1948.
Dr. James Clancy, of the Speech May 5 through 9, and "Margaret
and Drama department, will di- Fleming," by James Herne, Math
rect the tragedy, as well as take 10 through 14, follow "Love For
the title role. The part of King Love."
The final production of the
Lear is a very strenuous one to
play, as ft involves the represen- Speech and Drama department
tation of an old man approaching will be "Rose Of The Rancho,"
a pageant by David Belasco, pie madness.
tiring the romantic drama of
SIX PLAYS
"ar!’; California days.
Six plays will be produced by
the Department of Speech and
Drama this year, including "King
Lear." The others will run the
gamut from the stark tragedy of
"King Lear," through the farce comedy "Love For Love." to an
elaborate and spectacular rore 71

Tryouts Set
For Two Plays

for
Attractiveness

A

SEA U-FREE
NYLONS

Dr. Hugh W. Gillis, executive
director of drama, announced this
morning that tryouts for the first
two plays to be given by the
WITH PATENTED HEEL
Speech and Drama department
will be held this Wednesday and
You’re hound to get,*
Thursday from 4 to 6 p. m. in
high folio,, rating when
the Little Theater.
you team up our favorite
ooetum with the seam -free
The two plays are "King Lear"
lona identified by the
by William Shakespeare, to be
w.
Seal of the DanciNG
They feature the (-vim-kr,
presented October 28 to Novem001
patented
heel*
for
perfect
tit,
ber 2, and Sidney Howard’s "The
the Guswetoc for comfort.
Late Christopher Bean," to be
All thiw and weam-free
beautw. 11.0
presented December 2 to 6. Copies
Sold under leading brand
of the two plays are available in
nme at ’coif [as "rite
the reserve book room of the LiMa Le.: ; ..11
college whop or Store.
brary for anyone desiring to try IL II. Pat. Ia.. sumo
out for a part in either productio

J. Paul Sheedi* Snitched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger Nail Test

CHALET CAFE

Classified Ads

Announcements

Board and Room for college
There will be a Speech Majors
meeting Wednesday, October 6, girls; 101 S. 16th. Bal. 8168.
Co-op Boarding Club. Two
at 7:30 p.m. in the Little Theater.
meals per day for men students.
SPARTAN FLYERS, 7NC., will
Cost: about $1.45 per day. Sign
meet Thursday evening, October
up Room 24, Tuesday, September
7, at 7 p.m., in the new Aero Lab.
28, between 3 and 5 p.m. ,
ALPHA ETA RHO will meet
For Sale: Physiology kit. Can
Thursday, October 7, at 8 p.m. in be used for zoology. Call Bal. 627
the new Aero Lab.
between 9 and 5:30 p.m.
SUPPORT

THE COUNCIL

Read the Dally Classified Section

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
UNDERWOOD
ROYAL
CORONA
REMINGTON
Es.

G. A. BLANCHARD

NIL

To introduc our fins food
to students of San Jose
State College, a daily
drawing will be hold at
8 p. m. for

2 free 750 Luncheons
and

2 free $1.50 Dinners
Tickets obtainable at

The Chalet
from 10:30 a.m. fill 8:30 p.m.

Light Luncheons
... from 8.50
Hot Luncheons
. from 8.75
Dinners including our Smorgasbord Table with dozens of
salads & relishes (hialp yourself)

LOOSE, ugly dandruff and scraggly locks were getting Billy’s
nanny. Then- he discovered Wildroot Cream -Oil and ate half
little is all you’need to
bottle before discovering that
groom hair, relieve dryness and remove loose dandruff. Have
you tried it? If notgoat to your nearest drug cc-toilet
goods counter for bottle or tube, today. And ask your
barber for professional application:. No ifs, "ands or butts
about itWildroot Cream -Oil is again and again the choice
of men who put good grooming first. It’s also preferred by
, goats of distinction. No kiddint Try it!
* of 327 Burroughs Drive, Snyder, N. I’,

1900

24 So. 2nd St., Bal. 349

. . . from 81.10

Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N.Y.

,
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STANFORD WHIPS SJS
THE "HARD WAY" IN
1948 FOOTBALL OPENER
It was all San Jose in the first
half at Palo Alto against Stanford in the season’s curtain-raiser
but it proved too good to be true.
Final score: Stanford 26, San
Jose State ’20.
A twenty point -bonanza on the
scoreboard proved too rich a diet
for the Spartans and the TD rain
trickled off with a flood of (ruck
Cardinal tallies completely submerging a strong but erractic San
Jose squad.
To dine on the dessert first, a
quick resume of the, epoch-making twenty per cent of 100 points
against the Redskins is as follows:
Spartan Guard Joe Juliano recovered an -ndian fumble on their
13 yard line. After a series of
jolts and jars against a tightened Stanford line, Quarterback
Hughes tossed to George Keene,
San Jose end, who made a nifty
one-banded snag over the heids of
two hapless Indians.
Forty _seconds before’ half time
the rains came again in the form
of a bad break which saw a wild
pass from Stanford Center Jim
Castagnoli go ’way over the head
of back Mike Durkett, who
scooped it out paydirt, bringing
it to the Indian four.
San Jose took ovei at this point

on downs where, on the second
one, QB Hughes hit the mark
again via the aerial route-, this
time to Spartan End Mel stein,
who scored untouched by Indian
hands.
Still in there swinging early in
the third quarter, the Stanfords
were valiantly attempting% to
stem the tide when Quarterback
Pete Denevi intercepted a pas;
with touchdown written on it and
roared down the greensward for
sixty yards to within twelve long
inches of Stanford’s goal.
A quarterback sneak 1),: that
man Denevi again traveled thessential one foot to happy ground
and the San Jose cash register
read 20 to 0 after Fred ’Lindsoy
added one point via a conversion.
Late in the third quark,r the
Farm’s floodgates opened wide
and a shatteringly quick series of
markers produced four touch.
downs for the Indians and the end
of a San Jose touchdown monopoly.
The same fellow who doesn’t
believe in miracles will put his
name on the waiting list for a
new car.
BUY SAVINGS BONDS !

FALLING HAIRDRY SCALP?
Give your hair this "PROFESSIONAL L.B. TREATMENT"
’
For more than 20 years L.B. has helped thousands upon
thousands of men and women to improve their hair L.B.
contains an exclusive organic scalp conditioner found in
no other hair preparotion A teie drops of L.B.’ FOR Telt
HAIR mossuged genLly into the scalp each morning re.
heves dry, itching scolp, removes unaitioctive rolied
dandruff, allowing freedom for natural function of hair
follicles Try Li-today
notice hos./ refreshing it feels
a
see how ecsi11. your holly combs LAP. a sole
money.bock guorantes of complete SOlislOcriOn
yOur ravOrit drug or cosmetic ciesentoe.

A tense moment from the heartbreaking Stanford-SJSC game.

Photo

by Mike Converse.

TRY L.B.

FOR THE HAIR 70

a.

NM

IF

You want to save 25% by getting used books
You want to be sure of getting a book at all
You want to avoid the rush
You want an early start on your studies

DON’T WAIT TILL YOU’VE BEEN TO CLASS TO GET YOUR BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

BUT COME OVER AS SOON AS YOU’VE REGISTERED
WE KNOW AND STOCK NEW AND USED BOOKS FOR ALL COURSES
Also References, Collateral Readings and Outlines
Art, Engineering and Other Supplies

VETERANS!
We welcome your patronage and promise the most efficient and complete service possible.
This Quarter Have Your Card Stamped:

California Book Co.
Just Across 4th from Student Union
"Your Friendly Student Store"

134 E. San Fernando
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STUDENTS ARE’ URGED
TO GET STUDENT
BODY CARDS TODAY
By VERN BAKER
ittll students are urged to procure their associated student body
cards as soon as possible, said Bruce Craig, student body treasurer.
"With such a large student body, 7,000 or more, we need a
large sale in order to carry on the privileges and benefits of the past,"
stressed Craig.
GREATER BENEFITS
Craig stated that this year the
amount of benefits the student
will receive from a purchase of
a student body card will amount
to approximately $700 or more.
Included in, the benefits from
the purchase of an ASB card are
such things as football games,
which alone exceeds the cost of
a card, student health service, all
other sports events, registration
dances, student body dances, and
all other social events given by
the associated student body.
SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
Besides this, Craig stated that
student funds support all other
student activities. Included in
these is the Spartan Daily, the
strident daily newspaper, which
Is circulated free to all student
card holders.
Student funds also support such
committees as the Social Affairs
committee, Rally committee, and
all other committees needed for
the interest of the students.
F’ROSH GAIN
"Each incoming ire shman
class," Craig explained, "also receives a grant or appropriation
from the student body in order
that they may maintain their first
year’s activities."
"With all the benefits received
from the purchase of student body
cards, it seems impossible that a
student would miss a chance to
buy one," Craig said.
Craig also stated that with the
financial situation of most of the
men in college, a girl cannot expect many dates unless she has a
student body card.

VA Announces New
Ruling For Veterans
After the Veterans Administration suspends disabled veterans’
compensation for failure to report
for
a physical re-examination,
they may still continue training
under Public Law 16, it was announced recently by officials at
the San Jose VA office, 439 South
First street.
During the suspension period,
however, the special subsistence
and dependency allowances will
be forfeited. During that period
they will receive only subsistence
payable to non -disabled veterans
under the G-I Bill.
This VA ruling is based on the
refusal of a Public Law 16 trainee
to report for a physical re-examination ordered by the VA for
disability rating purposes. The
decision held that the veteran’s
refusal to submit to re-examination does not remove his eligibility to complete his training.
. Regardless of the finding of the
re-examination, the veteran would
be entitled to complete his rehabilitation since he originally established the need for such training.
The VA explained that the additional subsistence and depend.
enc y allowances provided are
based on the percentage of disability, therefore, by his refusal to
be examined, the veteran makes
It impossible for the VA to determine his continuing eligibility
for additional benefits.

State Camp Makes Eight Instructors
Success Record Join Psychology
As 80 Attend Meet Department Staff
State Camp, which was held
last week at Jones Gulch near La
Honda, was pronounced a great
success by all concerned, according to Esther Weakley of the Student Y, the organization which
sponsored the event.
The camp, which was held September 21 through 24, and which
had as its theme "Better Spar
tans for a Better State," was attended by over eighty students,
as well as counsellors, faculty
members, and guest speakers. Informal discussions of campus problems were held, ,and a thorough.
program of outdoor participation
sports was available to those attending, Miss Weakley said.
concerned such
Discussions
campus topics as the A.S.B. Constitution, headed by Harold Seyferth; student government, headed by Tom Wall; leadership, headed by Phil Ward; group morale
and school spirit, headed by Barbara Brewster; social and service
organization, Bob Sampson leading the discussion; scholarship,
led by Marsh Pitman; recreation,
Ron La Mar; and expansion and
public relations, headed by Dale
La Mar. The results of these discussions will be reported to the
Student Council, Miss Weakley
said.
Guest speakers at the camp included Dr. John 0. Moseley, President of the University of Nevada; Carl Justus of the National
Association of
Christians and
Jews; Dean of Men Paul Pitman,
and Reverend Kenneth Carlson
of the Santa Monica First Methodist Church, according to Miss
Weakley.

Student ’Y’ Has
New Counselor

The staff of the Student Y has
been augmented this year by Mrs.
Janet Anderson, who will assume
the duties of Women’s Counsellor,
it has been learned from officers
of the "Y".
Mrs. Anderson, who graduated
from Bucknell University in 1944,
was active ifl Student Y activities,
and held the position of Veterans’ Counsellor at that school, it
The California State Employees was stated.
Association announces that it is
accepting membership in its
Health Plan.
This plan is provided by the
California Physicians’ Service And
the Blue Cross.
State college faculty members
interested in the plan are urged
by Doris Robinson, Placement Office director and local secretary
of the CSEA, to contact her for
details.
Oplications for membership
must be made during September.

Faculty Offered
Student Teachers Health Insurance
To Hold Meeting
San Jose State chapter of the
California Student Teachers Association will hold its first business
meeting on Tuesday, October 5, at
3:30 in room 155. All members
are cordially urged to attend.
At the last me e ti ng of the
board of directors held in June
tentative plans for the co m I ng
year were discussed.
Officers for the coming year
are: President, Dick Bartels; vicepresident, Nancy Martin; secretary, Olga Gene Thompson; and
treasurer, Merle McCord.
Co-sponsors are to be Doctors
William Sweeney and Carl Rich.

-iumumniummuummumiumer7

New members of the department include Dr. C. W. Telford,
Dr. Gene Waller, Dr. Harry N.
Fitch, Dr. Richard W.slillby, Dr.
J. T. Rushmore, Dr. Arturo Lieu,
and Edward W. Minium.
Dr. C. W. Telford was former
head of the Psychology department of the University of Utah
and Dr. Wallet was former head
of the Psychology del artment of
Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Dr. Mosher said that Dr. Fitch,
former head of the department of
education of Ball State Teacher’s
College, Muncy, Indiana, will specialize in teaching psychology
courses to trial students.

DRAMA

A Refresher
Course
. and refreshing,

too

"Greater Smoking
Pleasure"
(text

free

for

the

asking)

Boyce Smoking Mixture
Pleasingly biteless

Pipes for every

purse

and Person

KING LEAR

Gifts for non-smokers, too
The layaway -hold plan for
thoughtful givers assures getting what you want when you

THE LATE
CHRISTOPHER BEAN

want it.

Prompt -surgery- for broken
pipes and crippled lighters
9 15 to 6 . .

Thurs.

LOVE FOR LOVE

to 9 p.m.

Les’s
PIPE & GIFT SHOP

mmerrorermearominepikamr

A

crew of five
top barbers
to give you that
well-groomed look
this college year

68 South First
formerly "Boyce.’

MARGARET FLEMING
RIGHT YOU ARE
(If You Think You Are)

M111E1924 IL LWOWliAICRIGAN GAirtt

RED GRANGE
Tur ON

tariii.rkLa
GREATEST ONE-MAN
DEirt0t1STRATION..RE CARRIED IVE.BALL
EXACTLY FIVE. TIMES
AID SCORED EXACTLY
TOUCKDOwNS I

-.1,C4312IN TIS MST
TWELVL Atuorrts’i

at the

E.

= Ulf Selection of Reasonably Priced
Costume Jewelry in Town
=
= to E SAN FERNANDO COL 853 =
"The Personal interest shoo"

A

SPALDING!

BUY SAVINGS BONDS!

= TROPICAL ART
& GIFT SHOP

Eight new instructors have been
added to the Psychology department, according to Dr. Raymond
Mosher, Psychology department
head.

HOTEL

Limited Number Available

Sainte Claire
Barber Shop
Henry Steiling
onwamor

Student Adm.

Hotel Ste. Claire
sminsimr

(S. B. Cards)

1.40

Complete 5 Course Steak Dinner
Only$1
SOUP
SALAD
CLUB STEAK
(As you

like it)

DESSERT
COFFEE

THE BEST IN ORIENTAL ’AND AMERICAN FOODS

THE TRAVELER’S CAFE
The Corner of N. 4th and Jackson Sts.

ROSE OF THE RANCHO
(Centennial Pageant)

THE BALL THAT GETS THE CAU.
IN AMERICA LEADING
GRIDIRON CLASSICS
AND IN /4051. Of
THE ANNUAL
BOWL GAMES..

T4i1E FAMOUS
SPALDING J5-V

PA010.we PAO
SPORI5
SOS

Gen. Adm.

$3.60
Books Can Be Reserved!

Get Yours NOW!

SPEECH
OFFICE
Room 57
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NAVY TO GIVE TESTS FOR
SELECTION OF NROTC MEN
College aptitude tests for the
selection of approximately 2,300
candidates for 1949 college scholarships under the Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps program
will be given throughout the United ’States, Hawaii, Alaska, Puerto
Rico and the Canal Zone on December 11, 1948.
The deadline for submitting applications for the tests, which will
be given in 550 cities in the 48
states, is November 15, 1948.
Candidates selected will be given a four-year, Government -subsidized college education.
The
Navy Department pays for their
tuition, books, and normal college
fees, and in addition provides the
student with a $50 -a -month living
allowance.
ELIGIBILITY
Male high school seniors and
graduates hetween the ages of 17
and 21 are eligible to take the
aptitude tests: Application blanks
and complete information concerning the program are available
from high school principals, college deans, Procurement offices
and Navy recruiting stations. In
San Francisco the office of Naval
Officer Procurement is located in
the Ferry building.
The candidates selected will begin the. Fall, 1949, term at one of
the 52 colleges and universities in
which NROTC units are established. They may take any course
leading to a bachelor or higher
degree, but must include prescribed naval science subjects.
SELECT SCHOOL
Candidates are permitted to indicate the colleges they wish to
attend, and, subject to quota limitations, will be recommended to
the college of their choice. Final
enrollment in all eases, however.

will be subject to acceptance by
the colleges to which recommended.
Students enrolled in the program will be deferred from induction under the Selective Service
Act pending completion of their
academic course. They must, however, agree to serve on active duty
for two years when graduated and
commissioned.

Hospitals Treat
Many Veterans
Total of 46,520 veterans received medical or surgical treatment
as patients during fiscal year
1948 in the 12 Veterans Administration hospitals in the Branch
12 Area (California, Arizona, Nevada and Hawaii).
In addition, 22,546 veteran -patients were treated in Army, Navy
and private hospitals where the
VA has beds under contract.
Out -patient treatment was provided b VA for 275,503 veterans
with service-connected disabilities
during the year. Physical examinations for compensation and
pension, insurance and other purposes totaled 340.536.
The demand for medical treatment is increasing each year and
ise not expected to reach its peak
until some time after 1975, VA
reports.
SUPPORT

THE

COUNCIL !

!
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Mrs. Meta Gordoy Monday, September 27,1948
Passes Away
LIBRARIAN REVEALS NAMES
During Summer
OF NEW LIBRARY ASSISTANTS

Mrs. Meta Gordoy, associate
modern languages,
of San Jose State
college since 1927, died July 22,
following an operation.

professor of
and member

Before coining to San Jove in
1927, Mrs. Gordoy held teaching
positions in Eugene, Oregon, Turlock, California, Pasadena, and
Chaffey Junior College.
A native of Oregon, Mrs. Gordoy received her A. B. from the
University of Oregon and her
M. A. from Stanford. She did
graduate work at the Universities
of Madrid, California, and Mexico.
She was a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, national honorary scholastic society, and Mu Phi Epsilon,
honorary music society, and served
as faculty advisor to Gamma Phi
Beta sorority and to the San Jose
State College Spanish honor society.

IF IT’S A GOOD HAIRCUT YOU WANT,
COME AND SEE US AT THE

Hotel Montgomery Barber Shop

(Made to your measure)

$29.50
$34.50 - $39.50
We opened our San ’Jose store
one month ago, on August 28th,
and so, to the students of San
Jose State, we are extending an
invitation to come in and examine
our fabrics and avail themselves
of our Grand Opening special.
Select from 100% wool, tweeds,
sharkskins, gabardines, herrin gbones, cheviots, coverts, and many
other fabrics.

FOR

ITS THE

Col. 260

TAILOR-MADE SUITS

Remember

Co.
Popkin Office Equipment
468 W. Santa Clara St.

JACK DAVID STORES

Welcome, Students! ,

Economical Self-Service

- Special Rates to Students

Names of three new members room, and Miss Kathryn Williams.
Now on leave front the San Jose
to the Library staff were announhed today by Miss Joyce State college library is Mr. Chas.
Boorlunan, who iris assumed the
Backus, librarian.
Those who have been added to position of acting librarian at Los
the staff are Miss Donna Born - Angeles State college. Mr. Boorkman who will assist at the circu-, ,man was formerly in charde of
lation desk, Miss Virginia Harden, the Science reading room, 1VrIss
assisting in the Science reading Backus related.

The Co-op will be open during
the following hours this week:
Monday, 7 to 3, Tuesday, 7 to 4;
Wednesday, 7 to 6:30. Dinners
will be served commencing Wednesday. The hamburger unit is
scheduled to operate beginning
tOday.

TYPEWRITERS
FOR RENT or SALE
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SUITS AND TOP COATS
For Ladies & Men

CHAS. DUSHEY’S

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH

. JACK DAVID
Store

135 East San Antonio Street

108 So. 1st Street
Phone Col. 10050-J

"We have served students
for 16 years."

20 West San Antonio Street

FRESHMEN!

SHOP THE UPPER-CLASSMEN WAY
DON’T WAIT TILL YOU’VE BEEN TO CLASS TO GET YOUR BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

BUT COME OVER AS SOON AS YOU’VE- REGISTERED
WE KNOW AND STOCK NEW AND USED BOOKS FOR ALL COURSES
Also References, Collateral Readings and Outlines
Art, Engineering and Other Supplies
MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE IF WE’RE WRONG OR YOU CHANGE COURSES

SAVE TIME --- SAVE MONEY

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
Just Across 4th from Student Union
"Your Friendly Student Store"

134 E. San Fernando
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Monday, September 27, 1948

SPARTAN DAILY

Your
SPARTAN SHOP
(ON THE CAMPUS)

Carries A Complete Line of

BOOKS, STATIONERY AND SUPPLIES
AT LOWEST PRICES

EFFICIENT, COURTEOUS. PROMPT SERVICE
Y0 1111

BENEFIT BY TRADING WITH US

ARTICLE V. Section 2(g), of our by-laws provides for the distribution of
proceeds, after proper reserves, "to student activities in any manner deemed most equitable."
Your store is governed by students appointed by the Student Council and
faculty members appointed by the president of the college.

A Store Run for the Students
Veterans:

WHEN REGISTERING

-

THIS QUARTER CHOOSE THE SPARTAN SHOP
FOR YOUR SUPPLIES AND BOOKS

